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Abstract 
This paper examines the visual print culture of Britain during WW2. Case notes 
on Picture Post, the Army Bureau of Current Affairs and the Royal Society for the 
Prevention of Accidents are used to support the argument that the circumstances 
of war transformed the print culture of Britain.  
The impact of new technologies of mechanical reproduction made the 
widespread use of photography and visual propaganda possible and this, in turn, 
played a crucial role in raising political consciousness at home, in the forces and 
in the workplace.  
The effects of these transformations played themselves out though the collective 
politics of 1945 onwards. 
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Introduction  
This paper describes, in summary form, some of the work being done at Central 
Saint Martins towards understanding the popular and visual print culture of Britain 
during the twentieth century. We are especially interested in the interactions of 
technology, politics and society as expressed through the visual communications 
of graphic design. The project is informed by our professional formation as 
graphic designers and by our understanding of these graphic objects as culturally 
and historically significant. The propaganda requirements of the home-front in 
Britain, during WW2, provides the immediate context for this presentation.1 
 
Our purposes will be served by briefly outlining the project and its critical 
parameters before presenting our evidence in the form of three sets of case 
notes. The notes will briefly contextualise the visual propaganda of Picture Post, 
the Army Bureau of Current Affairs (ABCA) and of the Royal Society for the 
Prevention of Accidents (RoSPA). We believe that each of these cases provides 
evidence of a rapidly developing visual culture. Taken together, the case notes 
suggest that this development was far-reaching in the scale and scope of its 
effects. We claim that the visual communications of war were a positive force in 
the development of a new kind of visual intelligence amongst the population at 
large. 
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Furthermore, the notes will suggest that the circumstances of war in Britain 
provided an opportunity for the sudden introduction of new technologies of 
reproduction. The mass production of images, within the particular circumstances 
of war, effectively transformed the political meaning and impact of those images.  
In turn, the meaning of these images began to define a new visual identity for the 
British people. This identity was uniquely and powerfully collective. 
 
The material associated with this new visual culture is important on two counts. 
Firstly, it constitutes an important historical resource in its own right and one that 
remains relatively little known. Secondly, it may be used to confound the various 
orthodoxies that attach themselves to the appreciation of popular visual culture in 
Britain.  
 
In short-order and in relation to Britain during WW2, these orthodoxies may be 
summarised as follows 

• That the advent of war marks a decisive rupture in modernist practice and 
a return to conservative cultural production. 

• That war propaganda is necessarily aggressive, masculine and 
nationalistic. 

• That a widespread cultural resistance to modernism exists in Britain. 
 
In relation to graphic design in Britain before 1939, these orthodoxies may be 
explained, in part at least, by reference to the extant political economy of visual 
print culture. This was characterised by a concentration of capital, plant and 
human resources that effectively limited access to the visual print economy.2  
 
It is worth noting that, for example, the production of posters for London 
Transport, Shell and for the various railway companies remained, in the main, 
characterised by a form of artistic lithography based on the craft traditions of the 
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nineteenth century. The elaboration and make-ready for these images often took 
months.3 
 
For Walter Benjamin, writing about the role of the artist in the struggle against 
Fascism, the mechanical reproduction of print culture offered the opportunity of 
mass production, economy and distribution. These characteristics would, 
suggested Benjamin, be crucial in the battle of ideas shaping the popular-front 
politics of the 1930s. Obviously the urgent circumstances of national survival, in 
Britain after 1939, required a more rapid production and circulation of 
propaganda material than had previously been the case.4 
 
The technical evolution of mechanical reproduction, at the end of the 1930s, was 
driven by the development of better quality half-tone screens and by the high 
speeds of rotary offset presses. The half-tone allowed for the lithographic 
reproduction of photographic images and made possible, for the first time, the 
widespread use of photographs in print culture. It should be noted that the quality 
of half-tone screens compromised large format photo-mechanical work until after 
WW2.5 
 
Of course, Benjamin was responding to the particular circumstances of economic 
and political upheaval in Germany as a consequence of defeat in WW1. In 
Britain, with its Great Power status intact, popular front politics played themselves 
out in a more circumspect fashion. George Orwell was sensitive, through his 
experiences in Burma, Spain, Paris and Lancashire, to changes in the political 
landscape, especially beyond Westminster.6 
 
George Orwell described the wider political feeling of Britain in letters to his 
American colleagues at The Partisan Review. He noted for example that, for the 
duration and against expectations, it was possible for the editorial departments of 
national newspapers to express themselves freely. This was especially the case 
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in relation to consumer issues of lifestyle that had previously, and under the 
normal arrangement of newspaper ownership, been circumscribed through 
reference to supporting advertisements and their revenue flows. 
 
The absence of any ordinarily commercial advertising activity was an opportunity, 
suggested Orwell, for writers to engage actively with a project to recast British 
society around a cluster of radical and social-democratic ideas. For the record, 
Orwell noted, in April 1941, that nearly the whole of the press is now Left 
compared with what it was.7 
 
The point made by Orwell was that the circumstances of war required and 
supported a different kind of political economy of cultural production. The 
opportunity, in time of war, to produce new, exciting and radical work against the 
usual constraints of command, control and thrift may strike us, nowadays, as 
surprising. The relatively stable circumstances of Britain, after 1940 and with air 
power secured, provided a suitable platform for the elaboration of a radical 
agenda with its supporting visual culture. 
 
Of course, neither Benjamin nor Orwell were writing specifically about visual 
culture and graphic design; the term had hardly been invented and the activity 
remained, for the most part obscure. For intellectuals of the 1930s, cultural 
production was generally understood as a literary and journalistic activity.  
 
Our project devolves from the work of Stuart Hall (1972), who first used the term 
social eye with regard to the photojournalism of Picture Post. Hall itemised the 
general characteristics of Picture Post as deriving from the conjunction, specific 
in Britain and from about 1937 onwards, of progressive politics and of a visual 
culture facilitated by the technology of mechanical reproduction. In relation to 
Picture Post these came together to produce a weekly magazine informed by 
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modernist arrangements of image and text, and by an editorial policy of engaged 
social comment. 
 
Hall identified Picture Post as an exemplar of the process, famously described by 
Orwell in The Lion and the Unicorn (1941), whereby the efforts of war and social 
transformation become inevitably and inextricably linked. Orwell sensed that, for 
a brief moment at the end of 1940 and at the beginning of 1941, the conditions 
for successful revolutionary action in Britain were in place.8  
 
It took a while for the academic study of the sociology of war, particularly in 
relation to the popular experience of WW2, to develop. Angus Calder (1969) was 
able to corroborate Orwell’s ideas through evidence gathered at the archives of 
Mass Observation and by reference to the popular and collective experience of 
the war in Britain. Arthur Marwick (1968 and 2001) significantly substantiated the 
Orwell/Calder thesis by extending the cultural analysis of war and society beyond 
the historical specifics of Britain during WW2.  
 
More recently, the cultural and emancipatory potential of armed conflict has been 
described by Jay Winter (2007), via the emergence of various utopian moments. 
This utopian ambition, claims Winter, has been a constant of twentieth century 
ideological struggle. (footnote about creative destruction) 
 
The collective nature of these emancipatory moments, as described by Orwell, 
Calder, Marwick and Winter, make them especially problematic for ideologues 
who prefer to focus on the atomisation of social responsibility. Accordingly, the 
power of these socially transforming moments has routinely been contested.9  
 
It is surprising that, in these circumstances, the construction of these mythologies 
and their foundation in political economy, has not received more attention. Angus 
Calder (1991) and Malcolm Smith (2000) have been exemplary in their detailed 
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descriptions of the processes by which the political mythology of Britain at war 
was constructed and, subsequently, interpreted over the next 50 years. Tellingly, 
neither uses visual culture to support their argument. 
 
From 1941 onwards, people in Britain began to see the world differently and to 
place themselves differently in it. The relationships between this social 
phenomenon, at both an individual and collective level, and the cultural 
production that supported it raise important questions of personal identity, 
subjectivity and collective citizenship.  
 
The work of Jonathan Crary (1992) and, more recently, Lynda Nead (2007) has 
identified a powerful link between the nineteenth century technologies of 
movement and vision, as exemplified by photography and cinema, and the 
cognitive construction of identity. Working within the academic traditions of 
history of art, they are rightly concerned with the relationship between this 
phenomenon and fine art. 
 
If we accept the cognitive conjunction of technology and visual culture in the case 
of fine art, we should expect changes in graphic design, with its more extensive 
circulation of images, to have the critical mass to make an even more profound 
impact.10 
 
The idea of critical mass is already well established in relation to the 
Enlightenment project of the eighteenth century. Roy Porter (2000) has described 
how the empirical methodologies of the scientific revolution, based on looking 
and learning, altered the perception of the world and, inevitably, led to a change 
in social and political perspectives. These changes played themselves out 
through the revolutionary moments of America (1776) and France (1789).11  
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The political upheavals of the eighteenth century were supported by a rapidly 
expanding printing industry and by profound changes in the reading habits 
amongst the educated classes. Similar claims to radicalism are made for the print 
culture of nonconformist pamphleteering during the English Revolution.12 
 
These historical examples may help to explain the phenomenon noted by James 
Flynn (2007) that, amongst metropolitan populations in the developed world, 
intelligence has seemed to increase during the twentieth century. For Flynn these 
gains in IQ scores are associated, by cause and effect, with improving visual 
intelligence and spatial awareness. These are identified as a consequence of the 
increasing environmental and cognitive complexity that is facilitated through the 
technological advance of modernity.13  
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case notes  
Visual Deception and Intelligence 
Picture Post, the Home Guard and Camouflage  
 

The Home Guard is the most anti-Fascist body existing in Britain today 
George Orwell, April 194114 
 

We have already mentioned the magazine Picture Post as a significant force in 
the promotion of social-democratic ideas through a new kind of photo-journalistic 
visual language comprising photographs, illustration, diagrams and plans. 
 
The origins of the magazine and the development of that visual language have 
been told in some detail by Hopkinson (1970) and Hall (1972). The focus here is 
on the visual presentation, within the pages of Picture Post, of the political 
relationship between the magazine and the citizen’s militia of Local Defence 
Volunteers (LDVs).  
 
The LDV force was an idea proposed by Tom Wintringham. His military and 
political experience during the Spanish Civil War had given him an indication of 
the kinds of partisan troops and fluid engagements required by modern war. 
Wintringham was a tireless critic of the political and military establishments whom 
he recognised as unqualified for the prosecution of a modern, technological and 
progressive war.15  
 
Wintringham’s contribution to the development of military philosophy has, until 
recently, been generally overlooked. In fact, he was one of the first to express 
disquiet with the levels of military preparedness and thinking at the beginning of 
WW2. He promoted his ideas in detail though New Ways of War (1940) and in a 
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series of journalistic essays published in Picture Post during the second half of 
1940 and early 1941.  
 
The radicalism of Picture Post also expressed itself through its editorial support 
for the 1941 Committee. The group comprised a range of liberal and left 
politicians and writers; including J B Priestley, Tom Wintringham, Tom Hopkinson 
(editor of Picture Post) and David Astor. In May 1941 they published a nine-point 
plan outlining the practical steps by which the objectives outlined in the Plan for 
Britain, published by Picture Post in January 1941, could be achieved. These 
efforts led, in 1941, to the formation of the Common Wealth party through an 
amalgamation with Ricahrd Acland’s Forward March movement.  Acland’s project 
successfully, if briefly, combined elements of Christian socialism with the 
revolutionary libertarianism of Picture Post (Addison 1994.158-9).16 
 
Wintringham called for the formation of local forces and argued that they should 
be properly trained, armed and schooled in the appropriate tactics of military 
resistance. Furthermore, Wintringham argued that this militia should be deployed 
actively from the start and in anticipation of military engagement.17  
 
The call for a properly armed citizen’s militia with an active role in military 
operations was especially worrying for the military and political establishments. 
They remained suspicious of the revolutionary potential of an armed citizenry. 
Wintringham’s arguments in favour of an active, armed force recalled the 
emancipatory documents of the eighteenth century and their expression of the 
constitutional right to arms. 
 
Wintringham wrote two important articles for Picture Post in support of his 
arguments. These were Against Invasion and Arm the Citizens. Picture Post 
effectively became a widely available and illustrated platform for Wintringham’s 
ideas of armed resistance as an emancipatory and consciousness-raising 
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activity. Sir Edward Hutton, the publisher of Picture Post, supported Wintringham 
by agreeing, in June 1940, to fund the LDV training school at Osterley Park. 
 
The school quickly established a reputation, helped by the frequent publicity in 
Picture Post, for the promotion of eccentric military ideas as an expression of 
democratic ideals. These were, from the Establishment’s perspective at least, 
practically revolutionary. The School’s staff was drawn from Wintrigham’s 
colleagues in Spain and from democratic politics in Britain. There were courses in 
ambushing, hand-to-hand fighting and hit-and run, Molotov cocktail mixing, field 
craft and in camouflage deception.18 
 
The significance of camouflage deception should not be underestimated. In the 
circumstances of 1940 camouflage became an important means by which to 
confuse and paralyse the prospective enemy invader. Given the tactical theories 
espoused by Wintringham, and the military expectations of the LDVs, camouflage 
deception became a priority. The elaboration and perfection of camouflage 
techniques was a practical and relatively inexpensive exercise for LDVs. Roland 
Penrose devised the LDV course in camouflage. The course, as presented by 
Penrose, was issued as a pamphlet during 1941. These efforts were 
enthusiastically demonstrated at Osterley Park and reported by Picture Post. 
 
The systematic application of camouflage techniques was a relatively new thing 
for the military authorities. Several factors combined to convince them of the 
urgent necessity and practical benefits of camouflage strategies. The first was as 
a response to the increasing range and sophistication of the new engines of war. 
These concerns became more widespread, during the later 1930s, as the 
decisive tactical force of tank and aeroplane as evidenced in the Spanish war 
became more clearly understood. Wintringham had anticipated, as early as 1935, 
that, in any future war, the aeroplane will mainly be a special sort of artillery 
(1940.6).19 
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The accurate processing of visual information therefore became a priority 
amongst military and civilians alike. It was natural, in the circumstances, for the 
military authorities to appeal to experts in observation for help with camouflage. 
Artists and scientists were put to work so as to determine the successful theory 
and practice of camouflage. The scientists were able to contribute theories of 
disruptive vision and adaptive coloration; the artists their theories of abstraction, 
dazzle and surrealism. The result was a strategy that combined art and nature in 
illusion, deception, disguise and transformation.20  
 
Nowadays, we understand that perception is a knowledge-based process of 
interpretation and testing that is connected, through a looping feedback 
mechanism, to the cognitive development of visual intelligence and spatial 
awareness. In 1940, the links between intelligence, vision and perception were 
less well known. The camouflage experiments effectively began to make this 
connection more widely understood.21   
 
The constant and enduring engagement with the world of military illusion had the 
unexpected benefit of developing the specialist skills associated with acute 
spatial and visual perception. In practical terms, this made ordinary people more 
intelligent! 
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Visual Information and Action 
The Army Bureau of Current Affairs  
 

The military circumstances of the 1940 emergency, at Dunkirk, created a large 
and complex problem for the administrators of the war effort. The army, mostly 
without the necessary equipment, was expecting to act defensively in the 
medium term. At some point in the future, and depending on external help, it 
would move to an offensive footing.  
 
The Army Education Corps established the Army Bureau of Current Affairs 
(ABCA), in 1941, as a practical way of giving soldiers some contextual 
background to the war. This was an acknowledgement, by the military authorities 
at least, that a more sophisticated understanding and motivation would be 
required as a support to military discipline across the army. The purpose of 
ABCA was to improve military efficiency through increasing motivation by appeal 
to political, military and social ideas. The efforts of ABCA were quite distinct, in 
their address to military personnel, from those of the Ministry of Information. 
 
ABCA began its activities by the appointment of an Education Officer. His task 
was to lead a series of fortnightly meetings and discussions. These would be 
themed according to notes and posters produced for ABCA. This material was 
generally abandoned when the army moved to the offensive.  
 
Our interest in this material comes from viewing ABCA’s maps and posters as 
examples of information design. They were conceived as visual aids in the 
discussions of the ABCA group. Typically, they would be placed on a table 
around which soldier groups would sit. These posters do not seem to have been 
pinned on the wall. One side of the poster usually showed a state-of-the-conflict 
map with information about battles, advances, retreats and so forth. The reverse 
gave information about the contributions to the war effort of ally states, of 
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different services and of the civilian casualties within the occupied territories of 
Europe and Asia. These map-posters are unusually sophisticated in their graphic 
arrangements and layering of text and visual information. 
 
Abram Games designed ABCA’s map-posters from his studio at the War Office. 
The fortnightly publication of these posters represents a little known, but 
substantial, element in the career of Abram Games. His contribution was unique 
in using the visual projection of personal integrity and collective solidarity as an 
expression of practical and utopian idealism. Rights and responsibilities, ethics 
and consequences, have never been so expertly combined in poster and 
information design.  
 
ABCA began publishing this material in September 1941. The discussion notes 
began as News Facts for Fighting Men. A series of instructions was included with 
the first issue. These make clear that the purpose of the notes and discussion 
was to give the soldier a more lively interest in his work.  
 
The debates were enlivened by the development of role-playing games to 
illustrate leadership, parliament and democracy at work. The theme of the 
discussions was always to distinguish the political correctness of war against 
totalitarianism and to link this to the emancipatory potential of active citizenship 
within a democracy.22  
 
A detailed analysis of the ABCA material is beyond the scope of this paper. At 
this point we need only note the range of material included for discussion. The 
subject of American involvement in the war and its probable consequences are 
an obvious theme to emerge early on. So to are relations between Britain and its 
Empire, the role of women in war and the proper arrangement and distribution of 
food during the crisis. In July 1942, Harold Nicolson wrote the notes for Hitler’s 
Own War in which he described the German position and the alternative as a 
means of explaining how the conditions of war had come about. 
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Nicolson’s was just one of the names associated with the ABCA notes. 
Elsewhere the names of James Boswell and John Piper appear in connection to 
the role of artist is society. Boswell was a founder member of the Artists’ 
International.  Elsewhere, the name of Peter Wright appears on several ABCA 
pamphlets. These names are all testimony to the wide range of political opinion 
canvassed by ABCA. Like the instruction within the LDV, the discussion was 
purely military, but it had revolutionary implications that were perfectly well 
grasped by many of the men. 
 
The general themes and subjects of the ABCA discussions were also promoted, 
beyond the military, through a series of magazines and books. These included 
Contact, Future and Target for Tomorrow. These publications were distinguished 
by the use of graphic design, on the cover and within, to communicate 
information more effectively. 
 
The design of the map-posters, by Abram Games, began with the creation of an 
accurate and up-to-date representation of a theatre of conflict. Around this would 
be placed a series of notes and texts with information. Some of these would be 
military, others social. On map number 3, dated December 1942, there is 
information about advances towards Tripoli and in Russia, and also about 
venereal disease and about the murder of Jews in Europe. On the reverse, there 
are a series of photographs and a map about Our Chinese Ally.23 
 
One feature of the Games designs that really stands out is the clarity of 
presentation of the cartographic information. This is usually presented in the form 
of a simplified map of the world against a photographic and mechanical 
background. There is an immediate contrast between these visual elements and 
an implied sense of layering. A series of arrows lead from the map to information 
text boxes. 
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The visual material produced by ABCA played a key role in developing a 
widespread political intelligence amongst the troops. For them, the efforts of war 
and democracy became increasingly defined by vision and action.  
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Visual Presentation of Safety and Progress 
Industrial Safety Propaganda for the Royal Society for the Prevention of 
Accidents  (RoSPA)  
 
We have already seen how graphic design and mechanical reproduction were 
able to play a part in presenting radical political ideas within the contexts of 
regular and irregular forces. The same intervention can be seen within the civilian 
context of industrial production. Everyone is familiar with the posters urging 
greater effort and output. We want to focus on the industrial safety posters 
produced by RoSPA. 
 
The origins of RoSPA are to be found at the end of WW1 when metropolitan 
areas came under air attack and a blackout was enforced. The changed 
environment immediately caused an increase in accidents between motor 
vehicles and pedestrians and the London Safety First Association (LSFA) was 
formed to address this issue through education and propaganda. Other 
metropolitan areas formed their own safety associations and these were merged 
to form the National Safety First Association (NSFA) and subsequently RoSPA. 
 
The outbreak of WW2 altered the context of RoSPA’s activities so that safety 
issues were integrated into a discourse of national survival. This was especially 
true of industrial safety where issues of war production, efficiency and victory 
converged. Rennie (2004) notes that the leadership of RoSPA were conscious of 
these altered priorities and Lord McGowan, President, expressed the importance 
of safety work by observing that, an accident in the works is as much a gain to 
the enemy as a casualty in the armed forces. 
 
RoSPA’s industrial safety activities were co-opted within the Ministry of Labour 
and National Service. The Ministry had been placed, in May 1940, under the 
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leadership of the Trade Unionist, Ernest Bevin. He recognised that RoSPA’s 
activities in accident prevention could advance issues of worker welfare 
decisively.  
 
Bevin realised that if he could establish an effective projection of these ideas 
through his Welfare Division he could effect a permanent change, in Britain, 
between the relations of capital and labour. This change would be based on the 
idea of a safe and civilised working environment. This was especially important 
where industrial expansion, brought about by war, conspired to bring an influx of 
new workers, including women, into the factories. These circumstances gave 
Bevin an opportunity to accelerate his project and to establish worker welfare as 
a primary responsibility of capital. Bevin understood that these conditions would, 
inevitably, carry-over to the politics of the post-war settlement.  
 
RoSPA’s accident prevention posters were produced, during WW2, under severe 
financial and time pressures. The posters were part of a package of propaganda 
material sent out to the member factories and workshops. The Industrial Service 
was delivered, on a subscription basis, and comprised pamphlets and 
educational notes along with three types of poster.  
 
Loxley Brothers of Sheffield printed all of RoSPA’s industrial propaganda. The 
firm was of Quaker origins and had close links, from the beginning of the 20C, to 
Rowntree’s of York. Rowntree was one of the great Quaker enterprises and was 
a pioneer of worker welfare, stake holding and communitarianism. The printers 
were equipped, after 1925, with rotary litho presses by Crabtree of Leeds. These 
presses were designed for two-colour work from zinc plates.  
 
The make ready of sensitised plates was, along with half-tone processes, at the 
leading edge of printing developments before WW2. The use of sensitised zinc 
plates turned the make-ready of commercial litho into a photo-optical process. 
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The shift from workshop to studio and darkroom allowed for a much speedier 
elaboration of graphic material. With these processes Loxley’s were ready, in 
1940, when RoSPA required posters to be printed quickly and in greater number.  
 
The industrial safety campaign was strengthened, within the RoSPA 
administration, by the presence of Ashley Havinden and Tom Eckersley on the 
Publicity Committee. Havinden was a pioneer advertising executive who had 
worked, for the Crawford agency, in Berlin during the 1920s. Havinden became, 
in consequence, one of a relatively small number of English business people with 
any knowledge of German, Russian and Dutch experimentation in the graphic 
arts.  
 
When the political climate in Germany became hostile to this form of modernism 
Havinden was able to help Gropius, Moholy-Nagy and Herbert Bayer as they 
passed through Britain during the 1930s. The RoSPA campaign gave work to a 
number of émigré designers during WW2.  
 
Tom Eckersley was already, by 1940, a well-known figure in British poster 
design. During the war, Eckersley combined his activities for RoSPA with work in 
the cartographic services of the Royal Air Force.  
 
The administrators of the RoSPA campaign recognised that the use of shocking 
and disturbing images was unlikely to have the desired effect of altering 
behaviour. Accordingly, they concentrated their efforts in creating a coherent 
framework for the visual expression of a threat minimised through education, 
collective and individual responsibility and by the observation of simple, 
commonsense rules.24  
 
The visual language that emerged to express these ideas was sophisticated in its 
communication and wide ranging in its visual references. Within the campaign, 
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there are several groups of images that deserve to be better known. There are 
images that use the surrealist strategies of transformation. Others use the 
cracked lens of safety goggles to communicate an implicit reference to the 
International Left through association with Eisentstein’s Odessa Steps sequence 
in Battleship Potemkin. At a more prosaic level, much of RoSPA’s campaign 
makes its point through the use and appeal of humour. 
 
Quite apart from the iconography of these posters, their printing by the 
mechanical processes of photo-offset provides for a visual language increasingly 
defined by the halftone and montage effects associated with the photographic 
assembly of graphic design.  
 
For wartime workers, this visual propaganda placed their productive effort within 
a context of progressive industrial relations and social change. The poster 
images express this through the visual juxtaposition of ideas. So, these changes 
became visible to workers who attached these changes to their own productive 
effort. 
 
Nowadays, these posters have disappeared from view. The heavy industrial base 
that provided their immediate context has more-or-less disappeared in Britain. 
The terms of the health and safety debate are increasingly presented, in our 
political discourse, as an intrusion into the efficient organisation of the workplace.  
 
The RoSPA posters should be recognised as powerful and effective propaganda 
in the service of the social good. These images deserve to be more widely 
known. 
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Conclusion 
These notes are a summary of work in progress. Based on the material 
presented here, we may advance several claims. 
 
The first is that that the propaganda requirements of war, and the political 
circumstances of hiatus, demand a vastly expanded print culture. Consequently, 
the print culture of Britain at war is a good deal more abundant than might be 
expected.  
 
Secondly, that the expansion of print culture, based on the capacities of new 
technology, allowed for much greater use of visual material. The use of graphic 
design to arrange this material into meaningful communication is therefore crucial 
and significant. 
 
In addition we should add that, in relation to these first two points, the abundance 
and visual sophistication of this material confounds the orthodoxies, of material 
shortage, censorship and utilitarian design, which are usually attached to the 
visual culture of war. 
 
Thirdly, that many of the personalities associated with this expansion were 
progressive and emanciptaory in their politics. In consequence, and because of 
the economic conditions of war, the temper of their visual communications was 
distinguished by messages of collective solidarity and social-democracy. 
 
These things, taken together, describe a popular visual culture that is quite 
distinct from that which existed before 1941. It is distinct by virtue of both its 
mass and its political engagement. It is not surprising that, in these 
circumstances, people began to see themselves differently and to place 
themselves in the world differently. The consequences of this realignment, 
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evident in the Labour landslide of 1945 and in relation to collective identity and 
political action, describe the social transformations of the period. 
 
So, Stuart Hall was right. Picture Post was an exemplar of a new kind of visual 
culture. However, this culture was much more widespread than his singular 
example suggests. The circumstances of war and the new technologies of 
mechanical reproduction allowed for a more widespread distribution of images. 
The examples, mentioned above, show no section of the British people remained 
beyond these communications. 
 
Furthermore, these visual artefacts attest to a developing visual intelligence 
amongst the whole population. This visual intelligence was based, as the 
examples show, on interpretation and recognition. The development of these 
skills and intelligence were a necessary part of modern war.  
 
So within the context of Britain and WW2, this visual material provides compelling 
evidence as to the convergence of visual acuity, politics and action. We may, in 
these circumstances, conceptualise a moment of British construction as an 
affirmation of Benjamin’s call for an engaged cultural production. 
 
The social vision project at Central Saint Martins proposes to look, in detail, at 
other aspects of the visual culture of the period 1941-1951. Later, we will extend 
our project to look at the social changes associated with the visual culture and 
technologies of the 1960s and 2000s. 
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1 The term socialvision attaches to a project that examines the idea of collectivity and design within the context of Britain 

1941-1951. The project extends, so far, to an examination of various publishing ventures, the humour of Fougasse, and 

across the social spaces of the Festival of Britain. A website www.socialvision.co.uk presents a summary of this work. 

 
2 The printing of posters obviously required large printing presses. These were expensive and generally only found in the 

larger print companies that had developed as support for large manufacturing or service organisations. These companies 

were usually spread geographically and effectively enjoyed a regional monopoly. The scale of operations serving their 

primary associates limited the scope for access to these companies. These regional associations were found in Norwich, 

Derby, Leeds and York for example. So, the political economy of visual print culture in Britain remained a good deal more 

limited, during the 1930s, and in terms of access and reach, than might be expected.  

 
3 The craft traditions of commercial lithography remain relatively little known. The craft was usually learned within the 

workshop. The specialisations of labour, implicit within commercial organisation, further obscured the complexities of 

make-ready and lithographic drawing.  

 
4 The Benjamin project remained generally unrealised in continental Europe as the popular-front politics of the 1930s 

hardened towards totalitarianism. The conditions itemised by Benjamin emerged in Britain, unexpectedly and briefly, as a 

consequence of war. The positive interpretation of visual print culture in Britain during WW2, made possible through the 

attachment to Benjamin’s project, remains incomplete. 

 
5 The half tone screen was developed in the nineteenth century. The screen transforms tone into a series of dots. The 

dots effectively fragment the image. This is particularly the case on larger-scale images such as posters.  

 
6 The Orwell bibliography is extensive. Newsinger (1999), amongst others, provides a measured and consistent 

interpretation of Orwell’s political writing. Elsewhere, perhaps only J B Priestley and Mass Observation provide similarly 

sensitive political commentary on Britain at war. 

 
7 The collapse of normal commercial activity is usually presented as an austere hardship. For Orwell, it appears to have 

provided an opportunity to disengage from the decadent and frivolous consumption associated with pre-war society. 

Orwell’s character was, as evidenced by his later retreat to Jura, relatively austere. Having experienced, at first hand, the 

impoverished circumstances of the working class during the 1930s, Orwell viewed the equal hardships of austerity as a 

question of fairness. 

The circumstances of war and austerity appear to have produced a remarkable and powerful consensus of collective 

solidarity across the population at large. 

 
8 Orwell’s marginal writing, the letters and essays, provide a compelling and straightforward guide to the political 

background to the war in Britain. The opportunity for revolutionary change, described by Orwell in his letters to The 
Partisan Review, are testimony to a period of profound political struggle beyond Westminster. This provides a powerful 

contrast with the established mythologies of consensus and stoic endurance. Letters are dated, at irregular intervals, 

throughout 1941, 1942 and 1943. The Orwell bibliography is extensive. Newsinger (1999), amongst others, provides a 

measured and consistent interpretation of Orwell’s political writing. 

 
9 Rose (2004) is the most recent example of the downward revision of social gains described by Calder etc. This revision 

expresses itself, in a general sense, through the widespread belief in British decline during the 20C.  
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10 Benjamin (1934) theorised this possibility as part of a struggle, during the early 1930s, against the emerging forces of 

Fascism. In the end and slightly surprisingly, Benjamin’s conceptualisation of an engaged creative force was most 

forcefully evidenced in Britain during and after 1941.  

 
11 Porter (2000) describes the reading habits of the eighteenth century as evolving from the intensive study of a few texts 

to the extensive reading of a wide variety of texts. The tendency towards wider reading, implicit in the Enlightenment 
project, naturally called the political status-quo into question.  

 
12 A number of studies in non-conformist pamphleteering have linked the expression of revolutionary ideas to the spread 

of printing. The conjunction of technology and radicalism is therefore clearly established. Our project simply extends this 

association to the spread of technologies of visual communication. See, for example, the works of Applebaum (2002), Hill 

(1972) and Joad (2003). 

 
13 The Flynn Effect describes the phenomenon of rising intelligence across populations as a measurable consequence of 

the environmental changes associated with modernisation. James Flynn (2007) increasingly associates this phenomenon 

with specific improvements in abstract and spatial reasoning and visual intelligence. These characteristics are linked to 

the speed and spread of technological evolution. 

Attaching the Flynn Effect to the cognitive potentials of visual communication should be of great practical benefit to 

graphic designers. 

 
14 Orwell was an enthusiastic supporter of the Home Guard. Orwell’s provides two extended passages of writing, in 

reports drafted for The Partisan Review, that interpret the radical potential of the armed militia. Newsinger (1999.66) 

suggests that, notwithstanding the obvious enthusiasm, Orwell’s hopes appear nowadays as exaggeratedly optimistic. 

 
 
15 Purcell (2004) tells the story of the LDV and of Wintringham’s struggle against conservative forces.  

 
16 The radical politics, espoused by Wintringham and Priestley, and the huge circulation of Picture Post, with over 1 million 

copies after four issues, made the magazine a concrete political force, a concept first theorised by Gramsci and 

elaborated by Benjamin. 

 
17 Wintringham was one of several voices calling for the reform of Britain’s military forces. The themes of tactical flexibility 

and mobility of forces where also expressed as Liddell Hart’s criticisms. Hart’s position at the centre of the military 

establishment gave his criticisms extra force. 

 
18 Hugh Slater was, along with Orwell and Wintringham, the most prominent of the Spanish veterans. Slater had been 

operational commander of the International Brigades in Spain and was therefore ideally qualified in the practical arts of 

ground fighting.  

Slater was also a pioneer advocate of the motivational and psychological preparation of fighting troops (see notes about 

ABCA). 
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19 These technologies of aeroplane, tank and howitzer, presage the possibility of destruction by an unseen, and distant, 

enemy. Accordingly, the fear of unprovoked attack has risen, amongst populations, in proportion to technological 

sophistication rather than to the actual risk.  

Paul Virilio (1989) has unified the various anxieties attached to observation and modernity into a complex theorisation of 

the military-industrial complex during the late 20C. For Virilio, the technological evolution of weapons transforms military 

operations onto an ocular battlefield where the strategic and tactical advantages of clear-sightedness are conclusive. 

For Virilio therefore, military intelligence is synonymous, through observation, with both information and guile. 

Virilio’s analysis extends from Foucault’s descriptions of the power/knowledge axis and of the various institutions that 

manage that axis within society. Foucault’s work shows how observation and classification, both important elements in the 

Enlightenment methodology of rationalism and scientific enquiry, are used as mechanisms of repression by the institutions 

of modern society. See, for example, Foucault’s analysis of the Panopticon as an instrument of institutional discipline. 

By the late 20C, the US military-industrial complex had combined technology, movement and observation so as to 

maximise strike capability and assure global military superiority. Global positioning devices, satellite observation and 

deadly accuracy assured that, in the words of W J Perry, once you can see the target, you can expect to destroy it (quoted 

in Virilio 1989.4). 

Wright  (2001) describes the cultural history of this kind of weapons technology by reference to the development of the 

tank. 

  
20 The story of military camouflage has recently been told by Newark (2007). Goodden (2007) tells the story of British 

camouflage and its links to the teaching staff at the Royal College of Art. 

 
21 Gombrich (1960) and Gregory (1998) both provide excellent introductions to the links between fine art, vision and 

perception. 

The relations between visual culture, cognitive development and the identity issues of psychological relaity remain 

relatively under theorised in terms of graphic design and its history. 

 
22 Grant (1984) provides the most detailed discussion of ABCA’s role in political consciousness raising activities. Orwell 

writes, in his correspondence with The Partisan Review and in relation to LDVs, of the significance of education as both a 

military and emancipatory activity. 

 
23The security implications of the distribution of this material, as yet, obscure.  
 
24 These simple precepts for effective propaganda were itemised by Kenneth Bird (Fougasse) (1946).  
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Captions for Pictures 
 
1/ Cover of Picture Post for September 21st, 1940, with feature by Tom 
Wintringham on the Home Guard and Camouflage (Paul and Karen Rennie 
Collection) 
 
2/ Cover of The Home Guard Manual of Camouflage by Roland Penrose, 1943 
(Paul and Karen Rennie Collection) 
 
3/ Map Review Number 6, January 1943, with information design by Abram 
Games (Paul and Karen Rennie Collection) 
 
4/ Your Britain, Fight for it Now (Housing), ABCA poster by Abram Games 1942 
(Estate of Abram Games, image Paul and Karen Rennie Collection) 
 
5/ RoSPA Industrial Safety poster Replace Covers Prevent Falls by Tom 
Eckersley, 1944 (Paul and Karen Rennie Collection) 
 
6/ RoSPA Industrial Safety Poster Protect Your Eyes by G R Morris, 1943 
(Imperial War Museum) 
 


